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Foreword.  

European Minimum Income Network (EMIN) is a project conducted simultaneously in all 28 EU - member states, 

Norway and Iceland. The objective is to have minimum income (cash), which is sufficient and available in all countries. 

The project is funded in 2013-2014 by the European Commission, on the basis of a Commission recommendation in 

2008 on the active inclusion and the Europe 2020 strategy against poverty and social exclusion.  

This report is the second Danish report. The first was issued in 2013, see: 

http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf  

Comments and invitations to debate are welcome. Contact per.k.larsen@eapn.dk  

  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf
mailto:per.k.larsen@eapn.dk
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1 Cash benefits, currently and historically. The EU's role  

1.1. overview  

In 1973, when Denmark joined the EU, the picture was clear: People who were exposed to social events and was not 

able to support themselves, were entitled to receive modest but adequate financial services, counseling and 

rehabilitation until they were able to work and support themselves. In short, there were four different economic 

benefits:  

 Unemployment benefits for people who lost their jobs.  

 Sickness benefits to people who were too sick to work.  

 Early retirement for people who had permanent disability  

 Cash for those who do not have access to other services.  

The services are named the same now in 2014 as in 1973, but has been worth less, more limited and harder to get. This 

development did not happen all at once but over a long time. Until 1990, there were improvements in retirement and 

disability pensions. But since the 1990s and especially in the 00s and definitely the reforms from 2010 to 2012, all tax-

funded benefits: unemployment benefits, social assistance, disability and old age pension has significantly deteriorated. 

Cash is still the lower economic protection, but is no longer the same for all. Denmark is still among the world's richest 

and most just society, but is also among the countries where inequality has increased most since 2000 Cash, who in 

1970 was above the poverty line, is now below the poverty line, especially for young people.  

In the European context, called Cash for minimum income, ie the benefit that society supports with if the individual can 

not provide for themselves. The countries are very different and minimum income varies between annual kr. 0 in parts 

of Italy, kr. 8000 in Latvia and 100,000 in Denmark. The European Poverty Network (see p. 10) shows that there is a 

need for an economic bottom level which ensures that one can live a modest but dignified life, without being isolated 

from work and society, until you can support themselves again and no matter where you live in the EU. Minimum 

Income will be different in different EU countries, because living conditions and costs vary. What matters is that you 

can live a dignified life, where you live. That one is not forced away from his homeland and family because of poverty 

and destitution.  

Something else that is important to stress is that minimum income is not the same as the minimum wage. Minimum 

wage agreed between the social partners and directly to people in work. Minimum income is cash to be decided by 

parliament.  

The concept of minimum income is one of many new concepts that have come into the Danish language through our 

EU membership. The concepts are common to all countries, but cover widely different realities. Why so common 

concepts? Because the EU single market with free movement of labor, goods, services and capital constantly put each 

country's social systems under severe pressure and creates a need for common EU - solutions. Not the same solutions in 

all countries, but agreements, regulations and binding rules that prevent and ensure that social work and low wages are 

not just shifted uncontrollably from one country to another.  

During the election campaign for Europe - the parliament in 2014, there were many who thought that social benefits and 

unemployment benefits should be decided by far in Denmark. Maybe they do not know that this is already the case and 

has been in place all the time. Social benefits and unemployment benefits is decided exclusively by the Parliament. But 

do not think that it means peace and no danger. Here are some examples:  

 Unemployment benefits, which in the 1970s could last up to 7 years, is now limited to 2 years. Sickness, 

originally given as long as one was ill, is now limited to 5 months, except for life threatening diseases. Those 

falling for time limits, offered help, equivalent to cash, ie 60% of the daily allowance.  

 Anticipatory initially for all 18-67 year olds are now difficult to get for people with disabilities under age 40, 

who instead offered cash.  

 The state pension that you could live on in the 1970s, is today under the EU poverty line.  

 Danes working abroad find when they return home, they have been for fractional retirees with pension equal to 

the number of years they have lived in Denmark for the last 40 years. The scheme started in 1973 Today, there 

are 30,000 elderly and 10,000 disabled people who receive brøkpensioner. They get remainder of the fractions 

from the / countries they have stayed in, outside of Denmark, but it is usually less or nothing.  
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 The cash that was initially the same for all 18 to 67-year-old, is now divided into different rates, by age, 

children, marital status, fitness for education or job and have been given new names such as educational 

assistance. Whatever the name, there is still talk about cash. The result is that cash assistance is greatly reduced 

and that more and more people will get cash as their only income in the coming years.  

 All public, taxpayer-funded benefits, including pensions, unemployment benefits and social assistance, have 

been lowered by 6% between 1993 and 2012 and will be lowered by a further 6% from 2013 - 2023 of 2014 

regulates the no longer pay only the price development.  

In parallel with the reduction of the public services, there has been a sharp increase in the number of private and 

employer-paid insurance. Today, many health insurance and are insured against loss of wages subject to availability. 

All agreements contain savings to private pension. All people have a supplementary private pensions and insurance.  

The trend seems clear: We are moving away from the Danish and Nordic welfare model with universal, tax-funded 

social services, towards a more European or German model with more private funding. The result is more poverty, 

more inequality, less prevention.  

The trend is set to continue - with important differences - but whatever the government's color. Why? Some argue that 

Denmark can not afford a high level of welfare that taxes should be lowered, so that Danes like to work more, be more 

productive and better able to compete. Other that Denmark is among the world's richest countries and perform well 

through the crisis because of the high level of welfare and tax-funded social security is important to maintain flexibility 

in the labor market and enhance corporate productivity.  

The main argument for lowering the social security benefits is that it gets more social assistance recipients in work. The 

research, the latest statements by Per diem reform shows that this is only for the benefit of the few. For the vast majority 

resulting downward spiral of growing inequality, poverty, exclusion, despair and debt.  

A good question is doubtless why we need to follow a path that leads away from a known and successful model for 

prosperity, in favor of a model based on non - documented allegations of association between less tax, more 

productivity and welfare . The Nordic Council has taken up the gauntlet and works to influence EU with Nordic 

solutions. The same insight is also seen in the recent recommendations from the OECD and the International Monetary 

Fund, IMF. Fund warned recently, in April 2014 about the growing inequality has devastating effects and proposes to 

limit inequality with better access to health, education and social programs.  

The knowledge that cash is not an obstacle to job, but an important social security, perhaps by growing again. Cash 

should not be so low that it creates poverty, but large enough to ensure the survival, stability and growth of the 

individual and the community in which we live.  

Countries with good social benefits which the Nordic countries fare better through the crisis than countries with lower 

welfare benefits as the Southern and Eastern European countries. Tax-financed social services is not only the cost to 

society. It is better investments to ensure stability and growth.  

If this understanding continues to grow, it is realistic to expect that cash over the coming years can be improved in 

general and for young people and people with disabilities in particular. But it can be isolated in Denmark and decided 

exclusively by the Parliament? No, there is nothing to suggest. We are in the EU. Will we have the advantage of a 

common, free market, we must also accept that social solutions, not just a Danish, but also a European issue.  

For documentation, see Annex 1 with links to reports and articles with figures and analyzes.  

1.2. The EU's role in the development of Danish social services.  

During his recent election to the European Parliament stressed all parties to Danish welfare, social policy, children 

check and unemployment benefits settled in Denmark and the Danish Folketing. Which is true, but to say the least not 

the whole truth.  

It is true that it is the Danish Parliament, the sovereign decides welfare and social services. But it is part of the story that 

decisions taken in the framework agreements concluded between the EU countries and the Commission and the EU - 

Court can overrule the Parliamentary decisions if parliament breaks the agreements. It should also be mentioned that all 

the time throughout the year, meetings of the EU - Committees of the Council of Ministers, between officials and 

ministers from the member states, the European Commission and the European Parliament, which shall take agreements 

and develop new common regulations. We hear sometimes about fun cases like cucumbers, but not for the thousands of 

decisions that will ensure free trade of goods across national borders. We hear about the Danish reform of benefits, but 

not so much about the reforms are part of the EU 2020 strategy, which is implemented in all EU - countries.  

The European decision-making processes are complicated. The results are easier to spot. In the EU - the campaign was 

talked about social tourism, social dumping, insecurity and negative feelings towards the EU - citizens who want to 
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work in Denmark. Labour movement was perceived as threats to the Danish welfare. Or to put it another way: The EU 

has delivered freedoms, but not social security. Here are three examples from the campaign.  

In Denmark, all parents are entitled to receive a check children from the age of 0-17 years. Children check is a public, 

tax-funded benefit and as such is a right that must be earned. In an EU Directive (2004/38 / EC) is a reduction to 1 year. 

The ECJ has since established nine hours a week for 1 year as a minimum to earn the right to check children. Children's 

check payable regardless of whether the child lives in Denmark or in the home.  

Children check was in the EU - the campaign presented as an example of how the benefits paid by the Danish taxpayers 

pouring out of the country. Realities is that it only paid to citizens who have lived, worked and paid taxes in Denmark 

for at least 1 year. The total sum paid to non - Danes are small and the Swedes are the largest group. 1,000 Germans 

have children check in Denmark. 1,500 Danes working in Germany receives the German child benefit, which is higher 

than the Danish.  

Another example is the right to unemployment and sickness benefits, which are insurance products, but mainly financed 

by taxes. Entitlement to unemployment benefits was made in the election campaign as if you can just cross the border 

and get access to Danish benefits without contributing. But the fact is that the right to unemployment benefits is based 

on a minimum of one year's residence, work, paying taxes and A - box. Per diem court may also be earned in the home 

country and vesting in Denmark included in the home. Right and duties was decided in 2004 by the Commission and 

approved by the Council of Ministers, ie Also the Danish Prime Minister, the time Anders Fogh Rasmussen (L) and 

Minister for Employment, the time Claus Hjort Frederiksen (V). The agreement has been approved in the European 

Affairs Committee, where all parties are represented.  

A third example is Social dumping acting for companies who hire people from other countries and performing work in 

Denmark without complying with the Danish agreements. Professional organizations that organize low-paid and 

unskilled points to the need to Danish authorities support the Danish collective bargaining system with social clauses 

and the EU - Parliament develops minimum standards. The idea is simple: the EU must take responsibility for the social 

conditions in the Member States and not only focus on the freedoms of the market.  

In election campaigns mixed feelings and facts. Questions like children check, unemployment benefits, social dumping 

and social welfare dominated the election campaign and benefited candidates who want fewer benefits to citizens of 

other EU countries, as well as national solutions rather than EU cooperation on social services. 26.6% of the votes were 

given to candidates from the Danish People's Party, which on the one hand do not want the EU to interfere on the other 

side does not want announcement of the EU.  

No parties are talking of resignation. A poll in March 2014 showed that only 25% of Danes want to leave the EU and 

replace the membership with an agreement that Norway.  

The study shows that there are critical opinions among the 75% who want to retain membership when it comes to 

simple questions and reservations. Only 19% wholeheartedly supports the ideas of stronger EU institutions with more 

influence on the development of member countries.  

And yet. While elections to Parliament, voted 63% of voters for Danish support for yet another European institution: 

the common European Patent Court.  

The figures show the dilemma and confusion. The majority supports the EU's internal market and enhanced cooperation 

on the free market, but is skeptical of the EU's involvement in solutions to social challenges thrown in a free market. So 

let's look at what the European institutions suggests.  

1.3. European reactions.  

European cooperation started after the 2nd World War as a large scale project for peace. Germany and France and other 

countries got together in a Coal and Steel Community, which was to secure peace through trade across national borders. 

It belongs to the history of the project was also a social project, which created better working conditions for employees 

in enterprises.  

At the next major step in the development of the EU in 1990, the vision was still expanding market and the four 

freedoms: free movement of goods, services, capital and labor. However, it was stressed that while the development of 

the market was a clear concern for the Commission, the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament, as were the 

issues of social conditions at national level.  

The result is what we see today: There is a gear on the development of the market and the four freedoms. Denmark as a 

nation and the Danish companies have never been richer. But there is decline of social conditions. One sees that in the 
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poorer conditions in Denmark and looking generally in Europe. EU 2020 strategy is common goal for all countries by 

reducing the number of poor by 20 million. The goal was set in 2010 Today in 2014 this figure had risen to 10 million. 

to 124 million. poor. Roughly one quarter of the European population lives under the EU's Poverty line.  

Union to take decisions that bind the member states when it comes to the market and the economic framework for the 

country's freedom. The EU Commission and the Court to punish countries that violate the common rules. But not when 

it comes to social conditions. It is obvious that the social conditions influenced heavily by, for example, the free 

movement of labor and capital. But the possibility for the EU to intervene is limited to influencing, recommend and 

coordinate to the extent that countries would accept this.  

The European Council, ie Ministers from all countries, incl. Denmark, adopted in 1992 a Recommendation to member 

states on common criteria for adequate social services and the right of all to such support. Unfortunately, 

implementation has been limited so far. There seems to be an emerging consensus on minimum income and the fight 

against social dumping.  

As the Council in July 2014 appoints Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the Commission, include social welfare as an 

important theme for the next 5 years, and in connection with the approval stressed Juncker rules on freedom of 

movement must be reviewed to ensure combat social dumping.  

European Commission recommended in 2008 a strategy for the active inclusion of long-term unemployed and socially 

disadvantaged citizens, based on three elements:  

1. a minimum income that allows a dignified and active life;  

2. holistic rehabilitation;  

3. an inclusive labor market.  

The recommendation is subsequently approved by the Council, but again: until now, the implementation of this 

recommendation has been limited.  

Commission in 2013, the Social Investment Package, expressed ambitions to guide the countries in the "up-regulate the 

active inclusion strategies, including defining reference budgets that can help to create an effective and adequate 

income support '.  

The European Parliament adopted in 2010 a statement on the role of minimum income in combating poverty and 

development of Europe, and urged Member States to establish a limit on minimum income, based on relevant 

indicators. According to the Parliament correspond adequate minimum income for at least 60% of medinaindkomsten in 

that Member State.  

2011 called on the Commission to launch a "consultation on a possible legislative initiative on a reasonable minimum 

income that allows economic growth, prevent poverty and serve as a basis for people to live in dignity '. Parliament 

urged EU - institutions to help Member States to exchanging good examples in relation to minimum income and calls 

on Member States to develop minimum income schemes based on at least 60% of the median income in each Member 

State.  

Regions adopted in 2011, support for a framework directive on minimum income. The European Economic and Social 

Committee issued an opinion in 2013 to ensure an adequate minimum income in the EU under a framework directive 

and calls on the Commission to undertake concerted action and explore financing options for a European minimum 

income.  

The Europe 2020 Strategy's goal of reducing poverty and reducing the number of poor by 20% in the period 2011 - 

2020, 20% of the European Structural Fund budget is set aside for initiatives to promote the purpose. So far the 

development has gone the wrong way. Since 2009 the number of people living in poverty and social exclusion has 

increased by 10 million in the EU and is now over 124 million. Means that at least one quarter of EU citizens can not 

enjoy their basic right to live a life of dignity. The growing number also reflects the fact that current policies can not 

deliver the Europe 2020 target.  
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All in all, there will in the EU to address the social tasks, but so far have not succeeded very well. There are good 

reasons for the skepticism among Danish voters. But is the right solution to say that the EU should interfere less and 

leave the social responsibilities to national Parliaments? As demonstrated above, this has so far led to less social 

security. The solution should instead be to require the EU to contribute to the solution of social tasks.  

1.4. The European Minimum Income Network (EMIN)  

One of the initiatives which will contribute to better social services, the European Minimum Income Network (EMIN). 

The network defines low income as "income support that provides a safety net for those who can not work or get a job 

and are not entitled to social security benefits, or whose rights have expired." The income is considered sufficient 'when 

providing an income that is needed to live in dignity and participate fully in society. "  

EMIN project carried 2013-14 in all Member States. Based on national reports, peer reviews, conferences and 

exchanges, has developed a roadmap with recommendations on the progressive implementation of minimum income in 

the EU, based on a common understanding of what adequate minimum income is:  

 An income that is needed to live a dignified life that allows people including children in poor households, not 

only to survive, but to thrive and participate fully in society  

 Minimum income to be financially sustainable, be part of universal social security systems, and building on 

taxes and a legal redistribution policy.  

Minimum income as the Danish social assistance, if they are sufficient:  

 Ensure that recipients are active in the community; helping them to reconnect to the world of work and provide 

an opportunity to live a dignified life.  

 Is a key to reducing poverty and inequality in the society. Denmark is among the world's wealthiest societies 

because of a high degree of similarity. Straight society performs well in many social and economic indicators.  

 Is the basis for social security and act as stabilizers. Countries with social security at a high level has been the 

best to resist the negative effects of the crisis.  

 Is effective economic stimulus packages, which resolve this urgent need and benefit the real economy, such as 

disadvantaged areas experiencing market failure.  

 Plays a positive role towards increasing numbers of working poor in Europe, because they ensure a positive 

hierarchy along with other social security benefits and the minimum wage.  

 The danger of inadequate minimum incomes is that they keep people in poverty, leading to increased social 

isolation, abandonment or desperation, perhaps crime.  

 Represents a relatively small percentage of society's costs and provides high returns.  

EU - The Commission is working on a risk-by-poverty threshold of 60% of median income and the European 

Parliament has recommended the same limit as minimum income.  

Appendix 2 is a summary of minimum income in each country, based on 60% - threshold and the 50% threshold used 

by the OECD and a new Danish definition.  

1.5. Cash benefits, currently seen.  

The analysis of the Danish social assistance shows declining value, especially since the 1990s, in parallel with the 

development of the EU internal market. The trend is reinforced by the reforms in 2010 - 12 Reforms of social security 

and tax has reduced the value, while the reform of unemployment benefits and pensions led to the number of citizens 

who have to live on social assistance and benefits in cash level will increase in the years ahead. The number affected by 

the availability of jobs, but experience is to lower benefits only exceptionally lead to socially disadvantaged get jobs. 

For further documentation, see EMIN - project's 1st report, see Annex 1.  
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The Danish payments and collateral - cash, daily allowances and pensions - are still commonplace among the best in 

Europe, but degradation has led to declining flexibility, less social security and less consumption. The consequences are 

severe, socially speaking, because the development is affecting all who appreciate social security, ie 60-70% of the 16-

64 year olds. Many want to pay taxes to maintain safety. Solidarity decreases with higher incomes, but that's another 

story that will not be elaborated here.  

The current rates of social assistance is now so low that all recipients, especially those under 30 live below the EU risk - 

of - poverty threshold. This leads, from EMIN project purpose, to the question of how the cash assistance can be 

improved.  

2 Analyses and recommendations.  

EMIN project roadmap EU - level consists of 3 parts: 1 Awareness raising and public debate. 2 Building towards a 

European directive on adequate minimum income schemes. 3 Integration of minimum income schemes in key EU 

processes. For a more detailed description of the EU - road map, refer to http://emin-eu.net/emin-publications .  

The Danish part of the project follows the same schedule, but at national, Danish level. There are also 3 parts:  

1. Analysis of benefits and attitudes. This part is reported in the EMIN project's 1st report.  

2. Recommendations for improving rates, rights and services. This part is reported in this second Interim report, 

along with plans for:  

3. Information, discussion and implementation.  

In EMIN project's first part was carried out analyzes of the Danish services and rates, currently and historically, as well 

as interviews with representatives of social and labor organizations and researchers on their assessment of cash 

assistance. Besides attitudes to the size, shows there to be areas that require more focus. For example, there are groups 

who need cash but are not entitled to it. Furthermore, there are groups who are entitled to cash benefits, but do not get 

it.  

It is perhaps questionable whether the time is to decide major improvements to the cash assistance, here is a relatively 

short time after the whole reform is decided by a large majority in parliament. But maybe there is room for adjustments 

and improvements in areas where reform appears to be based on inaccurate or incomplete assumptions.  

2 1 size. Is sufficient cash assistance?  

Overall, no one advocates that there should be poverty or poor in Denmark. It may sound trite, but is an important 

prerequisite for a political agreement on an adequate cash. The differences appear, however, on the question of cash 

benefits size. Danish Employers (DA), argues for a distinction between benefits and wages that are high enough to 

motivate the unemployed to work, but have no sense of how big this difference should be and have no opinion on the 

amount of cash assistance. Unions agree on the need for a difference, but prefer a fixed size, for example, 90% of the 

minimum wage in the labor market. Today, the cash benefit 20-50% of the minimum wage. Social organizations and 

scientists estimate that the current cash for citizens over 30 years is enough to live a modest life, but only for short 

periods.  

The key question is how much cash assistance should be. Is there a size which on one hand is sufficiently small 

compared to the minimum wage in the labor market and on the other hand, is sufficiently large that they may live a 

modest but dignified life in the society.  

The poverty line in Denmark and the EU.  

No one seems able to say how great the difference should be between salary and cash benefits to motivate to work, just 

that it must be large enough. So you have to turn the question around and see if there is a limit to how low that help can 

be. It was just what a Experts, set up by the government, got the task. The expert group's proposals formed the basis for 

government policy and subsequently approved by a majority, the red block in parliament. Blue block, LA, V, C and DF 

voted against. The result is that Denmark now has an official limit on poverty. The limit is 60% of median income, as 

recommended by the EU, but 50%. Citizens who have lived under the border for more than 3 years and not students, are 

considered poor. (A Danish poverty line. Analyses and proposed calculation. Social and Integration Affairs. June 2013).  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://emin-eu.net/emin-publications
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The new limit means that Denmark, technically speaking, very few citizens who live at risk of poverty. If you use the 

EU's 60% limit, there are 650,000 people, including 525,000 adults and 125,000 children living at risk of poverty. If 

you use the new Danish border, there are only 42 000, of which 10,700 children. Instead of more than 100,000 older, 

there are only 3,500.  

The Danish border corresponds to an annual disposable income of households with one person :. £ 103,200; 2: £ 

156,400; 3: EUR 199400; 4: £ 237000; 5: USD 271,000 and 6 people: EUR 302 300. At current rates of social 

assistance are families with children across the border, while the lone particularly single under 30 years is below the 

limit.  

Reference Budgets, deprivation analyzes and child poverty.  

For people living in poverty, the debates about the boundaries, definitions and statistics seem  

a playground for economists. What counts for them is the daily life realities and questions like: "Can I pay rent on 

clothes, food, furniture, medicine, my kids can play with other children? " Therefore, it is important to emphasize that 

poverty thresholds are arbitrary and that it is important to test the limits in relation to the real prices of goods, services, 

housing, etc.. What kind of life you live when you eg live on less than 50% of median income for more than 3 years. 

What can and what can not? How are the children of poor families?  

The Danish border was actually tested by the expert group with a reference budget, developed by the research CASA 

for the Agency in 2001 Reference budget was not revised, but projected out from those in the 2001 results showed that 

a person who has an income equal to the poverty threshold of 50%, is able to live a modest life in a limited time. length 

of the period of 3 years was not tested, but it is expected that the budget does not allow the purchase of consumer 

durables like TV, fridge, car, furniture, washing machine etc.. something goes down, you can not afford to new. 

The Expert Group recommended that also the use of indicators such as shortages of goods, social exclusion and specific 

risk factors. Moreover, focusing on child poverty because spending on children and their lives in the community seems 

very limited in reference budget.  

Until now, there has been an up to date conducted tests of the Danish poverty line. It is therefore highly recommended 

to update the reference budgets and test whether they fit with the present-day reality and prices . poverty line also calls 

for a debate on what must be made for the adults and children living in more than 3 years under 50% limit. The debate 

on this question should also be started soon. 

 While the decision poverty line, parliament decided also to be prepared an annual report on the evolution of poverty in 

Denmark as presented to Parliament. It remains to be seen who will prepare the report, when it comes, the poverty line 

is still not tested with a reference budget. How, when and by whom the task to be solved is not yet known.  

Economy and Ministry of Interior has issued a relevant report in April 2014 which shows that the number of families 

living below 50% - the limit for more than three years, fell from 42,000 in 2010 to 39,000 in 2012 The main reason is 

the removal in 2012 of the low cash benefits to families with more than two children. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fire-

bias-of-poverty .The amount of the cash benefit is allegedly the main reason for the decline. Therefore, it can already be 

predicted that the number will grow again, especially, especially from 2014 and especially among people under age 30 

who receive reduced benefits because of Cash reform. The trend will also affect families whose blue block gets 

reintroduced the recipients of cash - the ceiling, as proposed by the Danish People's Party or a modern cash, as proposed 

by the Left. 

Poverty and lack of legal certainty among young people and disabled people under age 30.  

Cash benefits for single people over 30 years is kr. 8,082 after tax. For young people under 30 years varies help 

sometime between 2500 - 5500-8082, depending on the objective variables such as age, children, marital status, 

education, place of residence. However, the size also depends on the municipal social workers estimate whether 

individuals are suitable for training, activation or jobs . If they are assessed as suitable for training, get the lowest cash. 

If they are assessed as activation ready, but not suitable for education or jobs, they receive the highest rate.  

Since the reform started, there were some typical rich municipalities, which estimated that 14% of young people were 

suitable for training, while others, typically poor municipalities, estimated that up to 87% of young people are suitable 

for training. The absurd differences due to local spending on education suitable is half the size of the non - appropriate. 

Ministry of Employment issued guidance on the proportion of suitable is about 40%. Which is just as arbitrary. 

Citizens with disabilities under age 40 who had access to early retirement, are now far more often assessed as ready for 

training, activation or flexible jobs and will therefore have cash instead of early retirement. A - unknown moiety of 

those deemed suitable for training and given the low rates. 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fire-fordomme-om-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fire-fordomme-om-fattigdom
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Price and rate adjustment.  

Until 2013, cash assistance governed by the same principles as public sector wages, ie that performance came prices 

and wages in the private market. From 2014 regulated only help with the development in prices. The change is 

explained by inter alia Danish Employers' Confederation of the cash benefit to cover the prices and to increased 

efficiency in the labor market should benefit the employees. Whether the amended regulation will create greater 

inequality, is not yet known. 

But inequality increased security of the specific rate - regulation. The rate is most famous because it funds-appropriated 

funds, which shall distribute to good projects, etc.. But behind the good deeds hiding a constant downregulation since 

1993 . Composition adjustment means that the services are regulated down relative to wages and prices by 6% during 

the period 1993 -2012 and regulated down by a further 6% by 2023rd  

Recommendations.  

Until now there has been no clear reasons to question the amount of cash assistance. But from 2014 comes the annual 

reports on poverty, as presented to Parliament. It can also be expected to Poverty lines are tested with reference budgets 

and hardship - analysis. Both can cause initiatives. H some reforms, not least of cash assistance is found to result in 

increased poverty, ie that is not adequate, there is also scope for improvement. 

The occasion may be:  

 If the annual Poverty Report shows rise in poverty in particular groups.  

 If the reference budgets and deprivation analysis shows that cash assistance is inadequate.  

 If the annual price and rate adjustments resulting in more poverty than expected.  

 If young people and disabled people assessed as suitable for training, but is not and must give up to train.  

 If the EU recommends minimum incomes.  

Although it may seem obvious in a rich society like Denmark to ensure decent living conditions and help people who 

can not support themselves and their children, there will be strong resistance to the improvements. Improvements will 

require break with 2-3 years of constant downregulation, negative attitudes to social security recipients, etc.. On the 

other hand, there is a broad understanding of political and among organizations against poverty. Opinion polls show the 

same views among 60-70% of voters. 

If, as expected, shows a growing poverty among social assistance recipients under age 30, including young people with 

disabilities, there will probably be a basis for improvement. Perhaps a young check, see. Elderly-check for poor 

pensioners who only have the state pension. 

2.2. groups in need, but not entitled to cash.  

Denmark has an almost 100% universal coverage under the law when it comes to cash. But there are two exceptions: 

Women and homeless.  

1. People who are married or cohabiting. During all other legislation, women have won the fight for equal rights, 

regardless of gender. However, the right to social assistance depends on households, which means that if one 

spouse has income and assets of a given size, the other shall not be entitled to cash benefits. This rule has 

recently expanded to include persons who live together without being married . causes of inequality with 

regard to the right to social assistance, fading back to the old days when cash was the parish, where poverty 

resulted in a loss of rights, where women did not have voting rights, etc.. 

2. Citizens of EU countries coming to Denmark to find jobs and end up as sick or homeless, cut off from help 

from the Danish authorities. rule is particularly dangerous for people without resources or help from insurance, 

family and homeland. Everyone has the right to apply for a job for up to 6 months in accordance with the right 

of free movement of labor and equality among EU citizens, provided they can support themselves. They have 

no right to social security, as this is subject to at least 7 years stays Denmark out of the last 8 years. The basic 

problem is that they are not entitled to any help at all. In Denmark, this has led to social NGOs set up 

emergency centers.  

Recommendations.  

Household - law discriminates against women and should be resolved at the initiative of the organizations responsible 

for women's interests in collaboration with academic and social organizations, the Ministry of Gender Equality and 

Others It is difficult to imagine that political parties will resist a call for equality in this area. The opposition would then 
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be motivated by a desire to discriminate against gender, but rather with a political desire to maintain poverty as an issue 

for the family, not for society. 

The situation of homeless workers are probably the same in all EU countries, and as such is a consequence of the free 

market, which calls for a common EU solution. The initiative can be produced by Danish members of the European - 

Parliament. 

2.3. groups who are entitled to help, but do not get it.  

Many do not get the help they are entitled to by law. Hove reason is to help translate in ways that can scare socially 

disadvantaged and mentally vulnerable citizens. The municipalities, which are responsible, are authorities who are 

helping, but also exercise control and sanctions and as such is not very good at helping socially vulnerable to self-

support. 

Outreach advice.  

This need not be so. There were broad projects and evaluations, showing that weak citizens legal certainty can be 

provided by investigative field work in which municipal advisors leave the office, meet the citizens, wherever they live 

and work and spend the time it takes to achieve their trust and confidentiality. 

This knowledge about the positive effects of proactive and preventive advice and good relations, is well known. But 

despite the evidence, the municipal field work was limited and often reduced when it comes to financial savings. Not 

because fieldwork and preventive efforts are necessarily more expensive, but because they are harder to grasp in a 

municipal-led administration. The result is that aid to fragile citizens is limited based on professional social work 

knowledge, methods and evidence and is far more rooted in financial and operational control of services and products. 

meeting between the adviser and the citizen is not characterized by social professionalism and relationships but to adapt 

citizen's need for rules, procedures and budgets.  

Cash  

Cash is a good example, unfortunately. Help can be stopped if citizens fail to turn up agreements and do not respond to 

calls. Reasons for absences may be disease, chaos in the home, abuse or homelessness. No-shows should therefore 

result in outreach counseling and sanctions should be followed by help. We have issued excellent ministerial directives, 

but the practice was changed only to a limited extent. The result is that those who can not handle the situation and do 

not have relatives or NGOs as advocates, is in real trouble. A survey conducted by the Social Appeals Board in 2013 

showed defects in 95% of cases where citizens complain about penalties from job centers. No one knows the numbers 

of those who do not complain. 

Housing Benefits  

Another example is the Housing Benefits. Housing Associations have made a statement that shows that 17% of the 

tenants, who are entitled to housing allowance do not get it. The apparent reason is that the application procedure for 

obtaining the subsidy is sufficiently difficult that the least resourceful tenants not forward the application, risk losing 

the property and subsequent homelessness. Housing allocated based on objective criteria, including income and rent 

information by the authorities in advance. In other words, be quite easy for the authorities, such as municipalities or the 

State Disbursement Denmark, calculate and pay housing benefit and thus ensure that all who are entitled to benefit even 

get it. 

Youth poor legal position.  

A third example is the previously mentioned with the under 30s, where cash assistance - and the municipal costs - 

depends on the municipal advisor assessment of their suitability for training or work. This results in differences between 

the municipalities of between 14 - 87% educational suitable young. Reich municipalities have few training gifted young 

people, while the poor had many. Or to put it another way: it is significantly more difficult for young people to get the 

help they are entitled to the poor, compared to the rich municipalities. There is apparently no criteria to ensure uniform 

differentiation nationwide. Experienced counselors can distinguish, but overruled or submit to the given internal 

guidelines and budgets.  

Municipalities have a complex role as consultant, examiner and judge and works within the given municipal budget, 

which sets the advisers individual options in detail. The mixture makes municipal advisors unsuitable as advisors to the 

socially disadvantaged. Not because they are poorly educated, but because the structure of the work, not professional, 

but is governed in detail by administrators and politicians. There is a structural problem that needs a structural solution. 

Recommendations.  
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The law is the same for the whole country, but the administration of the Act gives very different results for citizens, 

dependent on where they live. lack of rights for the individual shows how important it is that NGOs can act as 

counselors and advocates for poor citizens. The possibilities already exist in eg Social Assistance and public housing 

advice, but not to the extent that is needed. 

2.4. The link between social security, education and the labor market.  

The political argument for Cash reform - and for the other reforms - is worn by a psychologically very primitive human 

nature: if the economic benefits are reduced, the recipients brighter and easier to implement education, get a job, stay 

healthy and independent.  

There is no evidence for this view. Neither in economic or psychological research. Psychologically, it is adults 

primarily driven by the desire to work and be active participants in communities. Work is as natural and as important 

for adults human development as the game is for children. 

Economists and for that matter also like politicians who tell of positives job-effects of low benefits should be imposed 

cash and meetings with Jobcentre. Cash is not something you choose voluntarily. Young people who receive cash 

assistance is most likely born and grew up in families with few resources and is among the more than 20% each year 

leave school functionally illiterate without leaving examination. Many are socially, mentally or physically disabled. The 

labor market will not usually have them in general terms, if there are other, better prepared candidates. 

Money plays a role for social assistance recipients. Of course.But not as assumed in the cash benefit reform. Council for 

Socially Marginalised have a more realistic perception of the influence of money and the socially marginalized job 

opportunities. The Council has proposed that socially disadvantaged unemployed should be able to earn extra without 

being pulled in cash assistance. Today deducted from earned income in cash assistance to 100%. If the percentage is 

reduced within agreed frameworks would benefit recipients have a financial incentive to take small jobs and work they 

can handle and that will ease their way into the labor market. 

Danish Disability organizations have pointed out that people with disabilities do not get education and work because of 

a lack of disability compensation. For example, the same sick pay rules for all, but the duration of the rules 

administered the same for everyone, regardless of disability. European Court of Justice has recently ruled in a particular 

case, that it is discriminatory to not take disability compensation account. 

LAP, National Association of psychiatry - users point out that too much focus on psychiatric diagnosis and medical 

treatment and too little on the potential, can be a disincentive. In addition to social mentors can be a good help for 

people with disabilities to integrate into the labor market.  

Virtually everyone who is on social assistance would like to live a normal life with a job but can not get it. Chances 

depends on the proper qualifications to be considered in the competition for employment. Ill health, social difficulties 

and skill shortages will not be resolved with lower social benefits and sanctions, but with medical and social care and 

education.  

Jobs can be a solution for those who can not live up to normal market conditions. A flexible jobs is a flexible job that is 

individually tailored to the individual's disability and abilities. Flexible jobs is 5 hours per week and salary follow 

normal conventions up to a max of about £ 30,000 per month. The employer pays wages and compensation in relation 

to disability / missing hours of the municipality. For early retirees with greatly reduced capacity for work, protected job 

be a good solution. Information is not paid by agreement, only a few dollars per hour , but the job and colleagues can 

provide better quality of life.  

The job center should be the gateway to employment for poor and socially disadvantaged. Jobcentre does not create 

new jobs for the unemployed, but can help them to perform better in the competition for available jobs, with 

rehabilitation and job placement. Unfortunately, these very features been downgraded in the state law, which instead 

has referred controls, sanctions and activation, as well as ingenious governmental reimbursement schemes. 

In 2014 came a proposal from the government, which local again focus on helping unemployed people into work and 

training and to provide comprehensive assistance to socially vulnerable. Success will be is not yet known. 

Recommendations.  
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The overall theme of Cash reform is to motivate young people to education and jobs. No one can disagree with these 

goals. It is well documented that education provides better opportunities for jobs and to work on a contract basis is the 

best and eventually only way out of poverty and social inclusion. Therefore, it is unfortunate that reform rests on 

prejudices to lower cash motivates education and jobs. As mentioned several times in the past: Lower cash does not 

lead to education and jobs. The effect is more poverty, isolation, shame, despair and, eventually, perhaps crime. 

Better economy  

Council of Social Vulnerability and Social NGOs have pointed to various economic solutions.  

 The best solution is to give young people the same cash assistance given to other adults. This amount 

corresponds to the parliament and the government set the poverty line at 50% of median income. But 

until that is a reality, the solution may be, for example, 

 To give young people the right to earn extra money. Young people who receive lower benefits, are 

struggling to get by and live at risk of homelessness. It would be helpful if they have the right to earn 

extra, like eg students at SU, without leading to deduct them from their cash. 

 Making NGOs debt counseling for social assistance recipients permanent rather than temporary with 

pool funding. Debt is a fast but expensive solution when you need money and can be a difficult hurdle 

to get ahead in life. 

Better advice and service.  

Socially disadvantaged people seeking cash assistance, but also need counseling, activity, community and humanity, 

which may be difficult to find in job centers. Want scenario is that socially disadvantaged have choices and alternatives 

that help and empower them to become self-supporting. 

A simple solution may be to the State establishes a better separation between the municipal authorities and the 

professional, specialized counseling so that the municipality has a clear responsibility to its citizens to provide the 

services and the service they need and right, and on the other, the citizen has easy access to necessary counseling, 

treatment and rehabilitation, from specialized NGOs, centers and institutions.  

Citizens seeking alternatives already, but denying them help. The main reason is that the systems today are designed so 

that all aid is measured and searched by the municipalities and the municipalities preferably visitation to own, local 

solutions. The system is cemented in annual agreements between the Local Government Association and the Ministry 

of Finance. 

There seems to be an almost Gordian knot that - when challenged with demands for professionalism, rehabilitation and 

counseling - defended by KL with arguments of proximity, whole, synergy, economy, etc.. Arguments that have been 

used since the first municipal and social reforms in the 1970s, actually without ever being documented. On the contrary, 

there are continual signs that this example is not possible to create a whole in efforts to socially vulnerable. The 

economic benefits are also questionable. For example, the cost of socially disadvantaged children and young people has 

increased dramatically without detectable effects. Rehabilitation has almost disappeared. Mothers who were taken over 

by the municipalities had to start again on private initiative, etc.. 

Because municipalities can not solve the tasks of socially vulnerable sufficiently, there continue to be new initiatives. 

Ministry of Social Affairs in 2013 defined targets for initiatives for socially disadvantaged children, battered women, 

the homeless, addicts, etc.. as part of the government's EU 2020 strategy. It is not yet clear how the objectives to be 

achieved, but it must be assumed that the Ministry of Social Affairs will develop initiatives in collaboration with both 

local authorities and the social NGOs already working for and with those groups. One can only hope it succeeds. But 

the way the Ministry of Social Affairs until now controls the process together with KL suggests that it will keep the 

municipal monopoly on task performance. The mere factor will mean that social 2020 target will not be reached. Sorry.  

Better education, more jobs.  

The biggest obstacles to social inclusion is about upbringing and relationships in education and the labor market. Poor 

and socially disadvantaged have generally fared poorly in elementary school, lack of training and job experience. Other 

affected by life's coincidences, such as debilitating accidents or illnesses. They do not fit 100% with the Terms, but 

need training and jobs on specially organized conditions, perhaps with disabilities assistive services and equipment. 
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Young socially excluded people usually need training. But they've probably already tried several times without success, 

both in primary, secondary and other forms of education. What they need are alternative pathways to education and 

qualification. The same applies to work. Young people on social assistance have probably already tried the traditional 

ways to enter the labor market with job training, activation, utility jobs. It does not help to try the same thing again and 

again, it only leads to more failure. Again, there is a need for other solutions. 

There are many experiences in the development of jobs on special terms. Both flexi protected jobs. Both in companies 

that demonstrate social responsibility and social enterprises. There is a clear and urgent need to expand these 

opportunities, so there is a real range of jobs for people on social assistance with specialized training, courses, 

internships and flexible terms in general as well as social enterprises. 

Available - even the young unemployed - can regularly read about that they have both rights and duties. They are 

entitled to financial help, but that comes with responsibilities. Of course. You must be available for work and take jobs 

so they can support themselves. Of course.The dilemma comes when labor is not available for the unemployed. When 

they are put in nyttejob without consent; comes in education which leads to yet another defeat; comes at a capitalization 

course where they again learn to write CVs and applications that do not lead to anything. 

If the right and duty go hand in hand - and it must - it must also apply to society, not only for the unemployed. Other 

countries, such as Sweden have large companies that are available to work on a contract basis for the unemployed who 

can not find jobs elsewhere. Danish context could usually be that unemployed who have been unemployed for more 

than 3 years without a job center has been able to assign them work, to be offered a job on a contract basis, including 

flexible working arrangements, which they can contest. Job should have the right to work, not only the right to be 

available for something that does not exist. Many large Danish companies include in Business Forum for Social 

Responsibility, which advises the Minister for Employment, has expressed the desire to take greater social 

responsibility, but still has not managed the Ministry of Employment to find ways that give results to the extent they are 

needed. 

3 Information, discussion and implementation.  

The purpose of the EMIN project is to contribute to the gradual introduction of a minimum income, ie cash benefits 

 Is needed to live a dignified life and allows people including children in poor households, not only to survive, 

but to thrive and participate fully in society  

 Is financially sustainable and is part of the universal social security systems, and building on taxes and a legal 

redistribution policy.  

The analyzes of the Danish social assistance suggests that help is inadequate for young people and disabled people 

under age 30, but may be sufficient for citizens over 30 years, provided it is short-term. Parliament's decision to 

establish a poverty line, testing it with reference budgets have produced annual reports on developments as discussed in 

parliament, seems like clear progress. 

The analysis provides for recommendations on how the cash assistance can be improved where it is not enough. In 

addition to the improvements that facilitate cash benefit recipients road to education, jobs and livelihood. 

The next step is to get the analysis and recommendations disseminated to professionals, organizations and policy 

makers that will hopefully use the information. Some activities are launched and continues, for example, poverty debate 

on Internet news denoffentlige.dk. Others are part of current events, such as the campaign to the European Parliament 

and the People's Meeting Bornholm. Still others focus on EMIN project's recommendations, such conferences in the EU 

- Brussels and in member states. The Danish conference will be held September 24, 2014 in Copenhagen. 

The activities until 2015, is focused on communicating the project's recommendations to the circle of social NGOs, 

trade unions and political organizations and authorities with the project Danish and Nordic network, in order to promote 

the use of information and recommendations for maximum , both in the short term and in 2020 Strategy.  

The poverty debate.  

The results of the analyzes are available in the project's 1st report issued January 2014 See 

http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf  

Since the information is placed on the Poverty Debate on Internet news www.denoffentlige.dk which has 100,000 users, 

primarily in local, regional, state, educational institutions, and among social NGOs. The following topics are addressed:  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk
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1. Why growing poverty in Denmark, even though no one wants it? Is it because development can not be 

controlled? No, poverty is created by humans and can be removed by humans. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-are-human-fault  

2. The main reason why people are stuck in the social system are not the result of free choice. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/et-80-20-community-with-blind-eye-poverty  

3. Everyone could see the problem, but not finding help for a homeless person in cohabitation. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hjemloes-means-to-self-help-cost-expensive  

4. If young people on social assistance were giraffes had intervened long ago. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hvis-

young-at-cash benefits-were-animals  

5. Parliament recognizes that there is a pain threshold - the poverty line. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdommen-in-parliament  

6. Legal certainty does not include the poor who were in real need of help. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/7-good-

advice-on-survive-on-cash benefits  

7. Poverty results in increasing pressure on health care. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/flere-poor-increases-

pressure-on-sundhedsvaesnet  

8. The words "less bureaucracy" has for 40 years led to more rules, more control. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/derfor-is-availability effort-en-worse-integrity  

9. Danes are saving instead of consuming, because it is wise to take care of themselves when society does not. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/node/45701  

10. The employment system, which has become increasingly inhumane changed in a better direction with the new 

reform. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/endelig-en-reform-that-will help the unemployed-  

11. New reforms help some groups of citizens, but there is also a danger that others will be pushed into poverty. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/lo-reforms-can-push-some-out-of-poverty  

12. Powerlessness, discouragement, debt, increased poverty and inequality is the result of low benefits. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/rapport-low-interest-leads-to-misery-and-debt-not-work  

Elections to the European Parliament.  

Up until the European elections were focused on social Europe.  

1. Denmark needs a reality check on our attitude towards the EU. We want membership, and the free market, but 

is against EU involvement in social and labor market policy. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/realitetstjek-of-

untenable-child check  

2. The political debate says that problems with the Danish welfare state created by poor people from Eastern 

Europe. The picture is wrong. Development decided in Denmark. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/folketinget-not-

eu-have-worse-poverty-in-Denmark  

3. The consequence of a free EU - market is a social union. We can choose a social union that welfare eroded - or 

a good social environment in all countries. http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-and-the-free-market-hangs-

together  

Elections to the European Parliament.  

May 14, 2014 EMIN project organized a rally with the parties' candidates, in cooperation with the European Parliament 

Representation in Denmark. The title was "A social Europe?" . Freedom of movement and non-discrimination are 

fundamental principles of European integration and gives EU citizens under certain conditions, access to social services 

when they take a job in another EU country. Welfare and social services are national competences, the EU can not 

interfere in the services content and level. But what does the Danish candidates for EU countries to work more together 

to push welfare up - across Europe. http://www.europarl.europa.eu/europa-

huset/view/da/aktiviteter/detsocialeeuropa.html  

Poverty Debate on Internet news denoffentlige.dk continues preliminary throughout 2014.  

People Meeting Bornholm.  

People Meeting Bornholm took place 12 to 15 June 2014 and this year the 80,000 participants, including key politicians 

and interest groups from across the political world. Without a doubt, the largest lobbying event in Denmark. EMIN 

project participated in STOP POVERTY NOW initiative, a collaboration between social NGOs. In the program 14 June 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-er-menneskets-skyld
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/et-80-20-samfund-med-blindt-oeje-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hjemloes-hjaelp-til-selvhjaelp-koster-dyrt
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/hvis-unge-paa-kontanthjaelp-var-dyr
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/hvis-unge-paa-kontanthjaelp-var-dyr
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdommen-i-folketinget
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/7-gode-raad-om-overleve-paa-kontanthjaelp
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/7-gode-raad-om-overleve-paa-kontanthjaelp
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/flere-fattige-oeger-pres-paa-sundhedsvaesnet
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/flere-fattige-oeger-pres-paa-sundhedsvaesnet
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/derfor-er-ledighedsindsatsen-en-vaerre-redelighed
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/node/45701
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/endelig-en-reform-der-hjaelper-arbejdsloese
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/lo-reformer-kan-skubbe-nogle-ud-i-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/rapport-lave-ydelser-foerer-til-mismod-og-gaeld-ikke-arbejde
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/realitetstjek-af-uholdbar-boernecheck
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/realitetstjek-af-uholdbar-boernecheck
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/folketinget-ikke-eu-har-forvaerret-fattigdom-i-danmark
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/folketinget-ikke-eu-har-forvaerret-fattigdom-i-danmark
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-og-det-frie-marked-haenger-sammen
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-og-det-frie-marked-haenger-sammen
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.europarl.europa.eu/europa-huset/view/da/aktiviteter/detsocialeeuropa.html
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://www.europarl.europa.eu/europa-huset/view/da/aktiviteter/detsocialeeuropa.html
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at. 12-18 was focused on the situation of young social assistance recipients. The first part of the program and the 

adverse effects. The second part is about solutions at the national level but also at EU level. http://socialpolitisk-

forening.dk/event/folkemoedet-Bornholm-stop poverty-nu/ .  

National Conference  

The national Danish EMIN will take place Wednesday, September 24, 2014 at Borup High School, Frederiksholms 

Channel 24, Copenhagen K. The main topics of the presentation of the project analysis and results, as seen from a 

European and a Danish point of view and with an emphasis on debate the results and recommendations in the Danish 

context, including critical assessments of the possibility of such recommendations into practice.  

  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://socialpolitisk-forening.dk/event/folkemoedet-bornholm-stop-fattigdom-nu/
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://translate.google.com/translate%3Fhl%3Dda%26prev%3D_t%26sl%3Den%26tl%3Dda%26u%3Dhttp://socialpolitisk-forening.dk/event/folkemoedet-bornholm-stop-fattigdom-nu/
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Annex 1 Documentation. Links to reports and articles with figures and analyzes  

The project's first report came in 2013, see:  

http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf  

The results are communicated regularly and in the form of debate as "Poverty Debate" in the online newspaper 

DenOffentlige.dk. Theme Editor: Per K. Larsen. 

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/opgoer-with-a-poor communities  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-are-human-fault  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/et-80-20-community-with-blind-eye-poverty  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hjemloes-means-to-self-help-cost-expensive  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hvis-young-at-cash benefits-were-animals  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdommen-in-the Danish Parliament  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/7-good-advice-on-survive-on-cash benefits  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/realitetstjek-of-untenable-child check  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/folketinget-not-eu-have-worse-poverty-in-Denmark  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/flere-poor-increases-pressure-on-sundhedsvaesnet  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/derfor-is-availability effort-en-worse-integrity  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/node/45701  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-and-the-free-market-hangs-together  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/endelig-en-reform-that-will help the unemployed-  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/til-you-who-is-in-doubt-about-you-must-vote-on-Sunday  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fire-bias-of-poverty  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/lo-reforms-can-push-some-out-of-poverty  

http://www.denoffentlige.dk/rapport-low-interest-leads-to-misery-and-debt-not-work  

  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://eminnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/dk-emin-year-1-report-2013-final.pdf
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/opgoer-med-et-fattigt-samfund
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-er-menneskets-skyld
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/et-80-20-samfund-med-blindt-oeje-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/hvis-unge-paa-kontanthjaelp-var-dyr
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdommen-i-folketinget
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/7-gode-raad-om-overleve-paa-kontanthjaelp
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/realitetstjek-af-uholdbar-boernecheck
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/folketinget-ikke-eu-har-forvaerret-fattigdom-i-danmark
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/flere-fattige-oeger-pres-paa-sundhedsvaesnet
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/derfor-er-ledighedsindsatsen-en-vaerre-redelighed
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/node/45701
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fattigdom-og-det-frie-marked-haenger-sammen
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/endelig-en-reform-der-hjaelper-arbejdsloese
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/til-dig-der-er-i-tvivl-om-du-skal-stemme-paa-soendag
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/fire-fordomme-om-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/lo-reformer-kan-skubbe-nogle-ud-i-fattigdom
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=da&prev=_t&sl=da&tl=en&u=http://www.denoffentlige.dk/rapport-lave-ydelser-foerer-til-mismod-og-gaeld-ikke-arbejde
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Annex 2 National poverty lines. Overview of the risk of - poverty thresholds in the EU member states, based on 60% 

and 50% of the median income in each country. 

At risk of poverty threshold Year 2012 (income of year 2011). Source: EU-SILC Survey, Eurostat  

   

50% of median equivalised income, yearly income in Euro.    

      

 SINGLE  
SINGLE + 1 
CHILD  

   

Belgium  10,021  13027.3     

Bulgaria  1430  1859     

Czech Republic  3896  5064.8     

Denmark  13,290  17277     

Germany  9798  12737.4     

Estonia  2994  3892.2     

Ireland (2011)  9863  12821.9     

Greece  4756  6182.8     

Spain  5985  7780.5     

France  10,302  13392.6     

Croatia  2702  3512.6     

Italy  8014  10418.2     

Cyprus  8464  11003.2     

Latvia  2214  2878.2     

Lithuania  2169  2819.7     

Luxembourg  16,390  21307     

Hungary  2377  3090.1     

Malta  5699  7408.7     

Netherlands  10,281  13365.3     

Austria  10,904  14175.2     

Poland  2530  3289     

Portugal  4162  5410.6     

Romania  1058  1375.4     

Slovenia  6061  7879.3     

Slovakia  3464  4503.2     

Finland  11,350  14755     

Sweden  12,318  16013.4     

United Kingdom  9504  12355.2     

Iceland  9680  12584     

Norway  20,019  26024.7     

60% of median equivalised 
income  

     

      

 SINGLE  
SINGLE + 1 
CHILD  

   

Belgium  12025.0  15632.5     

Bulgaria  1716.0  2230.8     

Czech Republic  4675.0  6077.5     

Denmark  15948.0  20732.4     

Germany  11757.0  15284.1     

Estonia  3592.0  4669.6     
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Ireland (2011)  11836.0  15386.8     

Greece  5708.0  7420.4     

Spain  7182.0  9336.6     

France  12362.0  16070.6     

Croatia  3243.0  4215.9     

Italy  9617.0  12502.1     

Cyprus  10156.0  13202.8     

Latvia  2657.0  3454.1     

Lithuania  2602.0  3382.6     

Luxembourg  19668.0  25568.4     

Hungary  2852.0  3707.6     

Malta  6839.0  8890.7     

Netherlands  12337.0  16038.1     

Austria  13084.0  17009.2     

Poland  3036.0  3946.8     

Portugal  4994.0  6492.2     

Romania  1270.0  1651.0     

Slovenia  7273.0  9454.9     

Slovakia  4156.0  5402.8     

Finland  13619.0  17704.7     

Sweden  14782.0  19216.6     

United Kingdom  11404.0  14825.2     

Iceland  11617.0  15102.1     

Norway  24023.0  31229.9     
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